Lateral organization of biological membranes: role of long-range interactions.
The lateral organization of biological membranes is of great importance in many biological processes, both for the formation of specific structures such as super-complexes and for function as observed in signal transduction systems. Over the last years, AFM studies, particularly of bacterial photosynthetic membranes, have revealed that certain proteins are able to segregate into functional domains with a specific organization. Furthermore, the extended non-random nature of the organization has been suggested to be important for the energy and redox transport properties of these specialized membranes. In the work reported here, using a coarse-grained Monte Carlo approach, we have investigated the nature of interaction potentials able to drive the formation and segregation of specialized membrane domains from the rest of the membrane and furthermore how the internal organization of the segregated domains can be modulated by the interaction potentials. These simulations show that long-range interactions are necessary to allow formation of membrane domains of realistic structure. We suggest that such possibly non-specific interactions may be of great importance in the lateral organization of biological membranes in general and in photosynthetic systems in particular. Finally, we consider the possible molecular origins of such interactions and suggest a fundamental role for lipid-mediated interactions in driving the formation of specialized photosynthetic membrane domains. We call these lipid-mediated interactions a 'lipophobic effect.'